SUMMARY: (U) THE CHINESE NAVY'S 1ST NUCLEAR SUBMARINE ZHIDUI IS STATIONED AT A BASE IN SHANDONG PROVINCE NEAR SHAZIKOU TOWN WHICH IS ABOUT 20 KILOMETERS EAST OF QINGDAO CITY. THIS BASE INCLUDES AN UNDERGROUND FACILITY THAT PROBABLY HAS BOTH A WATER-LEVEL AND GROUND-LEVEL ENTRANCE. ENCLOSURES.
1. (U) THE 1ST NUCLEAR SUBMARINE ZHIDUI (STC 2388/7130) IS STATIONED AT A BASE NEAR QINGDAO CITY IN SHANDONG PROVINCE. UNDERGROUND FACILITIES FOR NUCLEAR SUBMARINES AND MISSILES ARE LOCATED AT THIS SUBMARINE BASE. THE CHINESE NAVY NORTH SEA FLEET (NSF) HAS STATIONED TWO 091 NUCLEAR POWERED ATTACK SUBMARINES (SSN) AND ONE 092 NUCLEAR POWERED BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINE (SSBN), AT THIS SUBMARINE BASE SINCE 2005. MILITARY UNIT CODE DESIGNATOR 92330 (UNIT 92330) IS ASSIGNED TO A NUCLEAR SUBMARINE BASE LOCATED NEAR SHAZIKOU TOWN, LAOSHAN DISTRICT, QINGDAO CITY, SHANDONG PROVINCE.

2. (U) UNDERGROUND FACILITIES OF 1ST NUCLEAR SUBMARINE ZHIDUI

A. (U) LOCATION OF 1ST NUCLEAR SUBMARINE ZHIDUI BASE

THE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY NAVY (PLAN) NSF'S 1ST SUBMARINE ZHIDUI BASE IS LOCATED CLOSE TO QINGDAO CITY IN SHANDONG PROVINCE AT APPROXIMATELY 36.06 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE AND 120.34 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE.

B. (U) DEPLOYMENT STATUS OF NUCLEAR SUBMARINES

ACCORDING TO SOURCE, A LARGE-SCALE CAVED BASE (SIC) (CHINESE -- DONGKUXING DE JIDI, STC 3159/1655/0992/1015/0966), WHICH HAS A WATERWAY ENTRANCE (ENCLOSURE 3) AND AN ENTRANCE ON LAND (ENCLOSURE 4), HAS BEEN CONSTRUCTED. THE BASE IS DESCRIBED AS IN THE SHAPE OF TWO HORSE HOOFs (CHINESE -- MATI XINGZHUANG, STC 7456/6452/1748/3692) (ENCLOSURE 2) AND HAS FIVE DEEPWATER BERTHS TO ANCHOR SUBMARINES. NUCLEAR POWERED SUBMARINES ARE ANCHORED AT THESE BERTHS ON NORMAL DAYS, AND CAN QUICKLY DEPLOY FOR COMBAT IF A CONFLICT BREAKS OUT OR CAN BE MOVE INTO THE CAVED FACILITIES (SIC) (ENCLOSURE 3). SINCE 2005, TWO 091 NUCLEAR POWERED ATTACK SUBMARINES (SSN'S) AND ONE 092 NUCLEAR POWERED BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINE (SSBN) HAVE BEEN STATIONED AT THIS SUBMARINE BASE. IN THE NEAR FUTURE, AT LEAST ONE OF THE 093 SSN'S NEWLY ENTERING SERVICE IN THE PLAN AND ONE 094 SSBN WILL ALSO BE DEPLOYED AT THIS BASE.

C. (U) SUBMARINE REPAIRING FACILITIES

ACCORDING TO SOURCE, A DOCK (FIELD COMMENT -- NOT FURTHER IDENTIFIED) (ENCLOSURE 5) HAS BEEN CONSTRUCTED AT THE BASE, WHICH WILL BE USED TO MAINTAIN AND REPAIR THE SSBN (SIC). FURTHERMORE, REGULAR MINOR REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE CAN BE DONE WITHIN THE BASEBUT COMPREHENSIVE SUBMARINE OVERHAULS WOULD HAVE TO BE UNDERTAKEN AT THE HULUDAO (STC 5519/5684/1497) SHIPYARD. THE DOCK IS EQUIPPED WITH ONE CRANE, WHICH CAN BE USED IN LOADING THE SUBMARINES' NUCLEAR MISSILES. THIS PROCEDURE OF LOADING SUBMARINE-LAUNCHED
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES (SLBM) AND MEDIUM-RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES ONTO THE SUBMARINES IN THE OPEN AIR IS THE SAME AS THAT FOLLOWED BY THE FORMER SOVIET UNION.

D. (U) UNDERGROUND MISSILE STORAGE (ENCLOSURE 4)

According to source, "the missile warehouse has obviously gone underground, which is connected to the land exit of the base. In addition, on the sides of the dock, there are four structures like storage houses, and these facilities could be related to the final examination, installation, and transport of strategic missiles. ... These storage structures may also keep the inventory of the essential components parts needed for everyday maintenance and repair of the submarines" (sic). (b)(2) According to a separate source, "this underground cave (Chinese -- Dongku, STC 3159/1655) may be used to store missiles and nuclear warheads for nuclear submarines" (b)(2)

3. (U) MUCD UNIT 92330

Sources provided the following information on Unit 92330 --
- Location -- Shazikou Town, Laoshan District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province
- Parent Unit -- NSF
- Unit Type -- Nuclear Submarine Base (b)(2)
- Remarks --
  - Unit 92330 has a subordinate nuclear safety analysis room, equipment department (b)(2)
  - "Psychological training" facilities (Enclosure 6) are installed at Unit 92330
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